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Abstract
We present DiscoGeM 2.0, a crowdsourced, parallel corpus of 12,834 implicit discourse relations, with English,
German, French and Czech data. We propose and validate a new single-step crowdsourcing annotation method
and apply it to collect new annotations in German, French and Czech. The corpus was constructed by having
crowdsourced annotators choose a suitable discourse connective for each relation from a set of unambiguous
candidates. Every instance was annotated by 10 workers. Our corpus hence represents the first multi-lingual
resource that contains distributions of discourse interpretations for implicit relations. The results show that the
connective insertion method of discourse annotation can be reliably extended to other languages. The resulting
multi-lingual annotations also reveal that implicit relations inferred in one language may differ from those inferred
in the translation, meaning the annotations are not always directly transferable. DiscoGem 2.0 promotes the
investigation of cross-linguistic differences in discourse marking and could improve automatic discourse parsing
applications. It is openly downloadable here: https://github.com/merelscholman/DiscoGeM.
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1. Introduction

Discourse relations are semantic links between
text segments (Hobbs, 1979; Sanders et al., 1992).
They can either be marked explicitly, through con-
nectives such as because and nevertheless, or
they can be implicit (i.e., not marked linguistically
through the use of a discourse connective).

Understanding the discourse relations that hold
between segments in natural language is crucial to
many NLP applications, such as text generation,
dialogue understanding, and question-answering
systems. While discourse parsers show good per-
formance on explicit relation classification (Pitler
and Nenkova, 2009; Lin et al., 2014; Knaebel and
Stede, 2020), performance on labelling implicit
relations is significantly lacking, with the current
state-of-the-art achieving an F1 around 72% on
four-way classification (Liu et al., 2021a; Xiang
et al., 2022, 2023; Wang et al., 2023). One of
the reasons is that implicit discourse relations are
highly ambiguous and can have various interpre-
tations (Sanders et al., 1992; Rohde et al., 2016),
which are better represented and learned by soft la-
bels (Yung et al., 2022; Pyatkin et al., 2023). Such
soft labels consist of probability distributions over
the various labels given by the annotators to a sin-
gle instance. These labels thus retain information
regarding the different interpretations that can be
inferred for ambiguous discourse relations.

Discourse parsers also typically do not perform
well in languages other than English (Braud et al.,
2023) and in out-of-domain settings (Atwell et al.,

2022; Gessler et al., 2021; Liu et al., 2021b; Schol-
man et al., 2021). This is largely due to the lack
of substantial amounts of annotated data in the dif-
ferent domains and languages. While there are
some discourse-annotated resources for the lan-
guages contained in our new dataset, such as the
French Annodis Corpus (Afantenos et al., 2012),
the German Potsdam Commentary Corpus (Bour-
gonje and Stede, 2020), and the Czech Prague
Discourse Treebank (Synková et al., 2022), these
are not comparable in terms of genre and topic and
are limited in size. To date, there is one discourse-
annotated parallel dataset covering several lan-
guages (TED-MDB, Zeyrek et al., 2020), but it is
rather small, covering around 200 implicit relations
per language.

The current work addresses the lack of multilin-
gual data by extending an existing multi-genre cor-
pus of English implicit discourse relations (Disco-
GeM 1.0, Scholman et al., 2022a) to three addi-
tional languages: DiscoGeM 2.0 is a parallel cor-
pus with German, French and Czech annotations
of the same relations previously available in En-
glish. German stems from the same Germanic
language family as English, whereas French (Ro-
mance) and Czech (Slavic) represent different lan-
guage families. The corpus can thus provide inter-
esting perspectives on cross-linguistic differences
between language families.

The relations in DiscoGeM are labelled by 10
annotators, and thus provide a soft label distri-
bution that better captures the relation interpreta-
tions. Cortez and Jacobs (2023a,b) and Yung

https://github.com/merelscholman/DiscoGeM
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et al. (2022) show that soft labels are useful for dis-
course relation representation and classification.
The distributional representation also allows more
thorough evaluation of soft model predictions than
evaluation against a single gold label (Ru et al.,
2023).

In order to facilitate the expansion of the English
annotation interface to German, French and Czech
annotation interfaces, we modified the annotation
methodology used to create DiscoGeM 1.0. The
current work shows how annotation methodolo-
gies can be adapted to different languages and
evaluates the effect of such adaptations on the out-
put. Our main contributions are the following:

• We design an approach to annotate implicit
discourse relations in German, French and
Czech. This approach can be easily extended
to other languages as well.

• We present a parallel corpus of 12,834 inter-
sentential implicit discourse relations, with En-
glish, German, French and Czech data, each
annotated with PDTB3-style labels by at least
10 annotators through crowdsourcing. The
corpus is freely downloadable and is an in-
valuable resource for training and evaluating
implicit discourse relation parsers with soft-
labels, for adapting parsing models to differ-
ent domains and languages, and for empiri-
cal studies of discourse relations in translation
and human discourse relation interpretation in
different languages.

2. Related work

2.1. Obtaining parallel discourse
annotations

Annotating data is a resource-intensive undertak-
ing. A possible alternative to obtain annotations
for multilingual resources would be to project an-
notations from English to another language in par-
allel texts (Laali and Kosseim, 2017; Meyer et al.,
2011; Sluyter-Gäthje et al., 2020). Annotation pro-
jection relies on the assumption that discourse re-
lations are preserved in translation. However, this
assumption may not always hold: the discourse
relation can be changed in the process of trans-
lation such that the same overall content is ex-
pressed, but the discourse relation sense is not
identical anymore. This can in part be attributed
to the discourse marking of the relations changing
during translation: the relation can be translated
without the connective that was originally present
(i.e. implicitated), or the connective may be trans-
lated as a more ambiguous variant (Crible et al.,
2019; Yung et al., 2023), depending also on text
genres (Zikánová et al., 2019). When a relation is

implicitated, a sense shift can occur between the
languages (Zeyrek et al., 2022). This means that
readers of the translated texts may infer a different
discourse relation than the readers of the original
source texts. We need further insight into the de-
gree to which relations are preserved across trans-
lations on a larger scale (i.e. looking at translations
in different domains and in different translation set-
tings) before we can fully rely on a projection ap-
proach. The corpus produced for the current work
provides data that can be used to study this issue.

Another way to address the lack of multilingual
resources is to annotate more data. The cur-
rent work does this using crowdsourced annota-
tors. Crowdsourcing platforms provide access to
a larger pool of annotators, which makes it easier
for each instance to be annotated by multiple peo-
ple. This allows us to obtain a distribution of labels
that better captures the range of possible interpre-
tations of an instance. This is especially beneficial
in the context of discourse relation annotation, be-
cause discourse relations can be interpreted differ-
ently based on the reader’s perspective.

To make it possible to crowdsource discourse
relation annotations, Yung et al. (2019) propose
the two-step methodology, where the workers first
freely insert a connective to label the discourse
relation between two consecutive sentences, and
then disambiguate this choice from a list of unam-
biguous connectives, which are dynamically gen-
erated based on the first connective. This ap-
proach was applied to create DiscoGeM 1.0.

In the current work, the two-step approach is re-
designed into a one-step approach and applied to
different languages. In doing so, we need to be
aware of potential biases that are introduced by
changes to the annotation methodology, as prior
work has shown that different methods can pro-
duce different annotations. Specifically, Pyatkin
et al. (2023) compared the output of the discourse
connective method used for DiscoGEM 1.0 with
an alternative crowdsourcing discourse relation an-
notation method (a Question-Answer based ap-
proach, Pyatkin et al., 2020). They found that both
methods are valid, as similar sets of labels are pro-
duced for many instances, but also that both meth-
ods have unique biases.

2.2. DiscoGeM 1.0 corpus
The current work presents an expansion of the
DiscoGeM corpus (Scholman et al., 2022a, further
referred to as DiscoGeM 1.0), which is a crowd-
sourced corpus of 6,505 inter-sentential discourse
relations. DiscoGeM 1.0 was created using the
two-step DC annotation method (described in the
previous section) and with the help of 199 crowd-
sourced annotators (see Scholman et al., 2022a,
for a full description of the procedure). The data
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Figure 1: The English interface we used in the verification experiment. The interfaces in other languages
that are used in the actual crowdsourcing tasks are shown in Figure 6,7, and 8 in the Appendix.

stems from four genres: European Parliament
speeches (Europarl), literature from a collection of
twenty novels, Wikipedia texts, and the Wall Street
Journal1.

DiscoGeM 1.0 contains only English text, part of
which was translated to or from other languages:
German, French and Czech. In this work, we
first align the English sentences with the corre-
sponding sentences in the other languages. We
then crowdsource annotations for these German,
French and Czech discourse relations, thereby cre-
ating a novel parallel corpus of inter-sentential im-
plicit discourse relations.

3. Methodology

3.1. Challenges in transferring the
connective insertion method to
other languages

The crowd-sourcing annotation method used on
DiscoGem 1.0 consists of two steps (Yung et al.,
2019). In the first step, annotators freely insert
a connective that they think fits well between the
arguments. In a second step, this connective is
disambiguated by providing a selection of connec-
tives that can express the same relation as the con-
nective inserted in step 1 but are less ambiguous.
The interface asks participants to drag and drop
the connective between the relational arguments,
such that it connects them. This works relatively
well for English, as the insertion of a connective
has little effect on the syntax of the relational ar-
guments. This is however different for languages
such as German and Czech, where the insertion
of a connective can have various repercussions on
word order. This in turn would lead to ungrammat-
ical sequences for the insertion of many connec-

1These relations are sampled from the PDTB corpus
(Webber et al., 2019)

tives, which in turn might mean that participants
would choose these connectives less in order to
avoid ungrammatical sequences. We therefore de-
cided to adjust the interface and the method, as
described below.

3.2. One-step connective insertion task
The adapted interface that we propose in this con-
tribution puts less emphasis on choosing a con-
nective that “fits” between the arguments, and
more emphasis on choosing a connective that
expresses the semantic relation that holds be-
tween the arguments, irrespective of whether syn-
tax would need to be adjusted. The target loca-
tion to which the connective should be drawn was
placed below both arguments, such that the anno-
tators can focus more on the meaning rather than
the grammatical compatibility of the phrases, as
shown in Figure 1. In order not to overwhelm par-
ticipants with a large choice of connectives, we
decided to only provide one connective per rela-
tion to choose from, and to arrange them into five
boxes, corresponding to causal, temporal, com-
parison, positive expansion (e.g., Conjunction)
and negative expansion (e.g., Exception) rela-
tion types.

The order of the five boxes as well as the order of
connective options within the boxes were fixed for
each participant, but randomized among the partic-
ipants. This is to balance the potential preference
of the phrases close to the answer box.

3.3. Validation of one-step task
To test whether the one-step method yields results
that are comparable to the previously used two-
step method, we invited the annotators who took
part in the creation of DiscoGeM 1.0 to use the
one-step method to annotate the same set of 18
items (i.e. one item constitutes the two arguments
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that need to be labelled) that they had annotated
with the two-step method 1.5 years earlier. This
enables a precise comparison of the methodology
on the same group of annotators.
76 workers completed the task again with the

one-step method. The majority labels obtained by
both methods are the same for all of the 18 items
in the selection task, except for one item, where
the majority labels of the two methods correspond
to the two alternative readings of the relation. This
confirms the comparability of the two versions of
crowdsourcing task.

3.4. Creation of connective lists
Following DiscoGeM 1.0, 28 relations types de-
fined in PDTB 3.0 are distinguished, including
no relation. We use the same set of rela-
tions for German, French and Czech. Applying
the one-step annotation method in different lan-
guages necessitated the creation of sets of con-
nectives (one per relation that should be distin-
guished) to be included as choices for the crowd-
workers. The connectives need to be chosen such
that they are as unambiguous as possible, but
at the same time well understood by crowd work-
ers. We based the choice of which connectives
to include on the connective lexica that exist for
Czech (Mírovskỳ et al., 2021), French (Roze et al.,
2012) and German (Stede, 2002; Scheffler and
Stede, 2016; Stede et al., 2018), and additionally
consulted with native speakers. Table 1 presents
the connective∼relation mapping for the most fre-
quent relation types in DiscoGeM 2.0. The com-
plete mapping of the 28 relation classes is shown
in Table 3 in the Appendix.

To validate whether the workers connectives are
indeed chosen by workers for the relations for
which we selected them, we pretested the con-
nectives on 10 workers in each language with 20
short examples of discourse relations, which were
created to demonstrate either an unambiguous
(e.g. Fiona loves horror movies // She dislikes
action movies. contrast), or ambiguous (e.g.
Mary arrived the party // Owen left immediately.
precedence, synchronous or result) relation.
The pretest results will be discussed in Sections
4.1, 5.1 and 6.1.

3.5. Data included in DiscoGeM 2.0
DiscoGeM 1.0 contains PDTB3-style annotations
of inter-sentential implicit discourse relations in ei-
ther original English text or translated English text.
The included relations stem from different genres.
In this work, we add multilingual annotations2 to

2That is, the items included in DiscoGeM 2.0 consist
of the DE, FR, and CZ translations of the original EN

two of the genres in DiscoGeM 1.0, namely Eu-
roparl and literature. The included languages are
English, German, French and Czech.

Table 2 presents details on the corpus size per
genre. The other two genres included in Disco-
GeM 1.0, Wikipedia and WSJ, are not included
because only English versions of these texts were
available.

The items of the Europarl genre in Disco-
GeM 1.0 were taken from the Europarl corpus
(Koehn, 2005; Cartoni and Meyer, 2012), which
contains prepared speech of the European Par-
liament. We aligned the original English rela-
tions included in DiscoGeM 1.0 with their German
and French translations3, and we aligned Disco-
GeM 1.0’s translated English relations with their
German, French or Czech originals.

The texts of the literature genre come from a to-
tal of twenty novels originally written in each of the
four languages (5 novels per language). The list
of novels is indicated in Table 4 in the Appendix.
Novels consist of narrative writing, typically pre-
sented in a sequence of events, and therefore rep-
resent a different genre to formal spoken language
in EuroParl. DiscoGeM 2.0 includes the German,
French and Czech translations of the originally En-
glish relations from DiscoGeM 1.0, as well as the
originals of the translated English relations.

Table 2 shows the number of annotated relations
in DiscoGeM 2.0 in different translation directions.
The Europarl and literature genres include paral-
lel relations that are translated to or from English
(but not, for example, translations from German to
French or Czech). In total, DiscoGeM 2.0 consists
of 12, 834 relations.The number of relations in Ger-
man, French and Czech is smaller than their En-
glish counterparts because a total of 420 translated
English relations were not alignable to their original
German, French or Czech counterparts and were
thus excluded (see Section 3.6).

3.6. Data preparation
The German and French raw texts were sentence-
splitted and tokenized using spaCy (Honnibal
et al., 2020). Since spaCy doesn’t include a model
for Czech, the Czech texts were split into sen-
tences based on punctuation (full stops, question
marks and exclamation marks) and into tokens
based on white spaces. Although the data from the
Europarl corpus is originally sentence-aligned (us-
ing the classic Gale-Church algorithm, Gale et al.,

relations included in DiscoGeM 1.0, or the original DE,
FR, and CZ texts that correspond to the translated EN
relations included in DiscoGeM 1.0.

3Czech translations of the original English relations
in DiscoGeM 1.0 are, unexpectedly, not available in the
Europarl corpus.
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Relation sense English German French Czech
TEMPORAL PRECEDENCE then dann ensuite potom

SUCCESSION after davor, après que předtím
SYNCHRONOUS at the same time gleichzeitig en même temps zároveň

CAUSAL REASON because weil parce que protože
RESULT therefore daher c’est pourquoi proto

COMPARISON ARG2-AS-DENIER nonetheless trotzdem néanmoins přesto
CONTRAST on the other hand andererseits d’autre part na druhou stranu

EXPANSION CONJUNCTION also darüberhinaus en plus také
ARG2-AS-INST. for example zum Beispiel par exemple například
ARG2-AS-DETAIL in more detail genauer gesagt plus précisement konkrétně

NO RELATION (no direct (keine direkte (pas de relation (bez přímého
relation) Beziehung) directe) vztahu)

Table 1: The connective mapping for the eight most frequent relation types in DiscoGeM 2.0. The full list
is available in Table 3 in the Appendix

Europarl
orig. ↓ / data lang. → EN DE FR CS
English (EN) 418 417 414 —
German (DE) 701 701 — —
French (FR) 739 — 727 —
Czech (CS) 700 — — 697
Subtotal 2558 1118 1141 697

Literature
orig. ↓ / data lang. → EN DE FR CS
English (EN) 800 787 758 777
German (DE) 800 683 — —
French (FR) 780 — 729 —
Czech (CS) 680 — — 526
Subtotal 3060 1470 1487 1303
Total 5618 2588 2628 2000

Table 2: Breakdown of the 12,834 parallel implicit
discourse relations in DiscoGeM 2.0. Numbers in
bold are obtained as part of the DiscoGeM 2.0 ex-
pansion.

1994), we chose to re-align the sentences cross-
lingually using the Vecalign method (Thompson
and Koehn, 2019), which uses sentence embed-
dings from LASER (Artetxe and Schwenk, 2019)
for performance reasons (F1 0.90 vs 0.72 for DE-
FR alignments). We note that sentences and their
translations often cannot be aligned in a one-to-
one manner, as translations may change the or-
der in which things are mentioned, or may choose
to split information across sentences in a different
way than the original text.

We excluded relations from the dataset in cases
where the two arguments of the English rela-
tions were aligned to the same sentence in the
other language (i.e., the relation is no longer inter-
sentential); or, frequently occurring in the litera-
ture data, if the translation was not sentence-by-
sentence (i.e., the two arguments of the English
relation are not translated to or from two consecu-
tive segments in the other language). In total, 20
(< 1%) and 400 (13%) relations were not alignable

in the Europarl and novel genres, respectively.
The relations that were included in Disco-

GeM 1.0 were implicit, but it is possible that the
aligned discourse relations in German, French or
Czech include a connective (due to explicitation or
implicitation during translation). However, an anal-
ysis of a subset of the data reveals that such cases
are rare4. Moreover, implicit discourse relations
can also be interpreted in the presence of explicit
connectives (Rohde et al., 2018). Therefore, these
relations are also annotated as part of our method.

3.7. Procedure
We recruited adult crowd workers registered on
Prolific whose native language is either German,
French or Czech (depending on the task they take
part in). Following Scholman et al. (2022b), we
first ran a selection task to evaluate the quality
of the workers’ annotations. This task also con-
tained a feedback component to implicitly train the
workers. All workers who scored more than 50%
agreement with the gold labels on the selection
task were included in our pool of final annotator
candidates. From the selected workers, 90 Ger-
man workers, 87 French workers and 37 Czech
workers took part in the annotation. The number
of Czech workers is smaller because the Czech
speaker pool on the crowdsourcing platform was
smaller.

The relations were presented to the annotators
in batches of ∼20 items. The annotators were
allowed to annotate more than one batch, but
could only annotate each batch once. Participa-

4We analyzed 2691 argument pairs in the EN-DE
data (including those that are not annotated for other rea-
sons) using automatic word alignment (Dou and Neubig,
2021) and explicit connective identification (Bourgonje,
2021). There were only 60 cases (2.2%) in which the
German inter-sentential connectives were not aligned
to any words in the English text (explicitated or implic-
itated).
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(a) Confusion matrix of the workers’ labels (X-axis)
vs. gold relations (Y-axis) in the validation experiment.
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Figure 2: Statistics of German subset.

tion ranged from 1 batch per participant to a total
of 92 batches. In total, we collected data for 349
batches. Data collection took place in 2023 (av-
erage run time including selection: three weeks
per language). Every batch was completed by at
least 10 participants. Participants were awarded
1.8 British pounds for each batch of annotation.

4. German Subcorpus

4.1. Validation Experiment
Figure 2a compares the annotations by the Ger-
man crowd workers (x-axis) to the gold labels of
the validation samples (y-axis). Each row shows
the normalized distribution of the workers’ labels.5

The chosen labels largely converge on the in-
tended senses of the unambiguous samples and
spread over the multiple possible senses of the am-
biguous samples. We however observe some vari-
ation across different items: for example, 90% of

5The numbers of some rows do not add up to one
due to rounding.

the workers agreed on the sense of the reason
relation, while only 50% agreed on the sense of
the precedence relation (1st row). For the am-
biguous item textttresult/precedence/synchronous
(last row), the workers’ labels were evenly dis-
tributed among the different senses of the rela-
tion, while for another ambiguous relation, a pref-
erence towards arg2-as-denier was observed
(2nd last row). While these annotations are consis-
tent with expectations, we were surprised to see
several arg1-as-manner for the precedence
relation. We therefore inspected this item in more
detail. The arguments of the precedence rela-
tion were Sam hat neue Wandfarbe gekauft // Er
hat das Wohnzimmer gestrichen. (Sam bought
new paint. He painted the living room). The
linking phrase for arg1-as-manner is hiermit
(thereby), which, when inserted into this item,
takes on a non-connective meaning “with that”, in-
dicating an annotator mistake. Nevertheless, we
decided to stick to hiermit as a marker for the
arg1-as-manner relation, as alternative mark-
ers are similarly ambiguous. We therefore recom-
mend to manually check arg1-as-manner anno-
tations to check their validity. Also note that mark-
ers for the synchronous relation tend to be appli-
cable to contrast relations in many languages,
including German (connective gleichzeitig (at the
same time)), see the first column of Figure 2a.

4.2. Relation distribution for German
To study to what extent the distribution of discourse
relations depends on the genre, we turn to Fig. 2b.
The distributions show the proportions of relation
types per genre. The observed patterns echo the
finding of DiscoGem 1.0 on the English relations:
precedence relations are prevalent in literature,
while causal relations such as reason, result,
condition and purpose are more prevalent in
Europarl. The difference reflects the contrast be-
tween the condensed logical reasoning in argu-
mentative texts and the free narrative nature of lit-
erature. This genre effect can also be observed in
the French and Czech subsets, as we see in the
following sections.

5. French Subcorpus

5.1. Validation Experiment
Next, we look at the co-occurrence of the French
linking phrases in the validation experiment, as
shown in Figure 3a. The workers’ choices still
overlap with the gold labels, but compared with
German, the proportion of agreement is lower (i.e.
there are fewer dark color cells in the matrix).

Specifically, the workers confused precedence
and succession with a result or purpose rela-
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(b) Distribution for the most frequent 12 labels in French.

Figure 3: Statistics of French subset.

tion instead. For example, the succession item
was Michael a mis sa tenue de bal // Il a pris
une douche. (Michael put on his prom suit // He
took a shower.) In addition to the temporal se-
quence, the fact that he put on the suit could also
be viewed as the reason or purpose for taking a
shower (i.e. wanting to be clean when wearing a
new suit). Causal relations have been hypothe-
sized to be a default interpretation when people
try to make sense of a discourse (Sanders, 2005).

5.2. Relation distribution for French
The resulting relation distribution for French shows
that the method results in a preference for result
relations (Figure 3b). The bias might be even
stronger in the Europarl genre, in which causal
relations are frequent and thus more expected.
Similar frequent distributions of result are also
found in the Czech Europarl subset but less in
the German subset. To gain further insight into
the difference between the German and French
annotations, we inspected the distributions of the
German Europarl items that align with French

items with high proportion of result labels. We
found that German annotators also chose a causal
relation sense for these instances (specifically
arg1-as-goal), as well as conjunction and
arg2-as-detail (see Figure 5), which are more
neutral in nature. The choice could depend on
the preference of individual annotators as well as
finer-grained differences between the connectives
expressing these relation senses in German and
French. The cross-lingual comparison of the an-
notations will be discussed in Section 7.

6. Czech Subcorpus

6.1. Validation Experiment

The results of the validation task in Czech in
Figure 4a show that, apart from the common
co-occurence of synchronous annotations with
contrast relations (as already discussed in Sec-
tion 4.1 for German), the annotators’ choices con-
verge nicely on the gold senses of the synthetic
relation samples. This confirms that the chosen
connectives reflect the workers’ interpretation of
discourse relations well.

6.2. Relation distribution for Czech

As explained in Section 3.7, fewer annotators took
part in the annotation of the Czech items than in
the annotation of the German and French items.
This could be a possible explanation for the la-
bels of the resulting annotations, as seen in Figure
4b, which are less evenly distributed (more distinct
peaks) compared to German and French. For ex-
ample, there is a high proportion of no relation
labels which can actually be attributed to four work-
ers who annotated many no relation labels
with respect to the total number of items they an-
notated.

7. Discussion

Depending on the purpose of usage, the data in
DiscoGem 2.0 can be used to treat individual bias
in different ways. For example, the aggregated
labels can be used as a reference interpretation
that reflects the general interpretation of the lan-
guage users. In DiscoGem 2.0, we provide la-
bels aggregated by seven algorithms, including
majority voting, D&S (Passonneau and Carpenter,
2014), MACE (Hovy et al., 2013), Wawa (Limited,
2023), MMSR (Ma and Olshevsky, 2020), ZBS (AI,
2023) and GLAD (Whitehill et al., 2009), which
were obtained using the Crowd Kit tool (Ustalov
et al., 2021). In addition, DiscoGeM 2.0 includes
the annotator information of each label, which can
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(b) Distribution for the most frequent 12 labels in Czech.

Figure 4: Statistics of the Czech subset.

be used to train models directly from the crowd-
sourced labels (Rodrigues and Pereira, 2018; Chu
et al., 2021). The annotator information can also
be used to develop models of individual bias. The
goal of these models (such as Davani et al., 2022)
is to predict the labels annotated by a specific an-
notator, taking into account their bias.

In this section, we provide an initial analysis of
the cross-lingual annotation based on the aggre-
gated and distributional labels of the different lan-
guage versions of each item.

7.1. Comparing the aggregated labels
Figure 5 shows the confusion matrices of the

labels annotated independently on the German,
French and Czech versions of the discourse argu-
ments. Each matrix reflects the statistics of the
subset of items where annotations are available for
both languages on the X and Y axes (see Table 2).
The labels are aggregated by majority voting and
combined on the second level of the PDTB sense
hierarchy. The most frequent 8 level-2 labels are

displayed.
The results displayed in Figure 5 indicate that

the annotations generally agree cross-lingually; a
darker diagonal line can be observed across all
the matrices. Patterns of collocation or confusion
of DR types can be identified in line with previ-
ous works, such as that between CONTRAST and
CONCESSION (Robaldo and Miltsakaki, 2014; Yung
et al., 2022) and between CAUSE and LEVEL-OF-
DETAIL (Scholman and Demberg, 2017); these pat-
terns do occur to different extents in different lan-
guages. In addition, there are some language-
specific characteristics, such as the higher ten-
dency to annotate CAUSE in French, as mentioned
in Section 5, and the higher rate of confusion
between SYNCHRONOUS and ASYNCHRONOUS in
Czech. We plan to carry out more in-depth anal-
ysis in future work.

7.2. Comparing the label distributions
Next, we look at the extent to which the label

distributions of items are similar between different
languages. To fully explore the information con-
tained in our crowdsourced data, we compare the
item-wise label distribution across languages (see
also Uma et al., 2021).

We use Jensen-Shannon Divergence (JSD) to
quantify the difference between two label distribu-
tions. Lower JSD indicates higher similarity be-
tween the distributions. JSD equals 0 if the two
distributions are exactly the same, and 1 if all votes
belong to one label in one distribution and another
label in the other distribution.

We compare three JSD values. 1) The actual
cross-lingual JSD, which is calculated between the
actual label distributions of each pair of aligned re-
lations, such as English-German, English-French,
or German-French. 2) The expected cross-lingual
JSD, which is calculated between the label dis-
tributions of two languages after randomly shuf-
fling the item order of each language separately.
It represents the divergence we expect between
the annotations of two languages given their over-
all label distributions. 3) The lower-bound intra-
lingual JSD, which is calculated between two distri-
butions sampled from the specific label distribution
of that item and language version. It represents
the expected variance of the labels annotated to
the same language version of the same item.

The actual cross-lingual JSDs averaged across
all items were found to be similar for all language
pairs, ranging from 0.64 to 0.71, while the expected
cross-lingual JSD over all items and language
pairs was 0.83, which is higher. This suggests that
annotators of different languages do agree more
on the discourse interpretations of a specific item
than what we expect between two randomly picked
annotations from each language. On the other
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French (742 items)
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5 91 16 1 3 7

3 15 67 15 5 4 21 4

5 3 11 28 8 2

5 1

2 1 1 4 2

4 5 12 9 5 5 51

1 10 4 1 9 2 10 9

Figure 5: Comparison among the German, French
and Czech majority labels of the corresponding
subset of data where the annotation of the lan-
guage pair is available (i.e. all are translations
from English). The most frequent 8 level-2 rela-
tions are shown.

hand, the resulting expected intra-lingual JSD for
all items and languages was 0.43 on average. This
suggests that the annotation distributions deviate
more across languages than they would have if an-
notated by two groups of workers of the same lan-
guage.

The observed difference in relation label distribu-
tions across languages warrants further investiga-

tion in future work. It could stem from differences
in translation, where the relational arguments from
the source language get translated into the target
language in a different order, or where some as-
pects are slightly changed such that a different (but
possibly related) relation is inferred by readers of
the target language.

Two examples of differences in cross-lingual an-
notation are shown in Figure 9 in the Appendix. In
these examples, there is not any overlap between
the labels annotated to the German original texts
and the English translation. In Example 1, the En-
glish translation is not completely literal and may
have affected the discourse interpretation. In Ex-
ample 2, however, the English translation is se-
mantically equivalent to the German original and
yet different relations are interpreted. We plan to
carry out analysis on more examples taking into
account more global context.

Our corpus thus opens up new avenues for com-
parative research in discourse marking and trans-
lation, as well as providing new multi-domain re-
sources for training discourse relation classifiers.

8. Conclusion

We presented DiscoGeM 2.0, a freely available
multi-lingual parallel resource of implicit discourse
relations in two genres. Each sample contains 10
labels that are crowdsourced with our proposed
one-step annotation method specifically adapted
for different languages. We assessed the appli-
cability of the proposed method and analyzed po-
tential methodological bias. The distributions of
the resulting annotations confirmed the genre ef-
fects reported in previous works for English, and re-
vealed that the interpretation of implicit discourse
relations does not always agree across the orig-
inal texts and the translations, suggesting that
discourse annotations might not always be pro-
jectable in parallel texts.

In future works, we plan to use the distributional
annotations of DiscoGeM 2.0 to analyze various
sources of the multilingual difference. These may
include the actual meaning shifts in the translation
, especially in terms of discourse signals, a change
due to connective meaning, or a difference in dis-
course processing of speakers of different mother
tongues. We also plan to use the soft labels in
DiscoGeM 2.0 to train, evaluate, and fine-tune im-
plicit discourse relation classifiers for different lan-
guages and genres.

Ethics statement

The crowdsourced annotators were reimbursed
equal to German minimum wage of 12 EUR per
hour. The data collection was approved by the
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(DGfS) ethics committee.

Limitations

The parallel data we have used in the annota-
tions has been pre-processed and aligned auto-
matically, which might contain errors. Concern-
ing the quality of the annotation, we have selected
workers based on their performance in a selection
task. However, their performance has not been fur-
ther monitored. Finally, the implicit discourse rela-
tions to be annotated were based on the samples
collected in DiscoGeM 1.0, which did not exhaus-
tively include all relations in the original texts. The
distributions thus might not fully represent those of
the source materials.
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Figure 6: The German crowdsourcing interface

Figure 7: The French crowdsourcing interface

Figure 8: The Czech crowdsourcing interface
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Relation sense English German French Czech
TEMPORAL
PRECEDENCE then dann ensuite potom
SUCCESSION after davor, après que předtím
SYNCHRONOUS at the same time gleichzeitig en même temps zároveň
CONTINGENCY
SIMILARITY similarly gleichermaßen de même podobně
REASON because weil parce que protože
RESULT as a result daher c’est pourquoi proto
ARG1-AS-COND in that case insofern dans ce cas v tom případě
ARG1-AS-NEGC if not sonst sinon jinak
ARG2-AS-COND if wenn si pokud
ARG2-AS-NEGC unless es sei denn à moins que ledaže
ARG1-AS-GOAL for that purpose dazu à cette fin za tím účelem
ARG2-AS-GOAL so that sodass afin que aby
COMPARISON
ARG1-AS-DENIER even though obwohl bien que a to i přesto, že
ARG2-AS-DENIER nonetheless trotzdem néanmoins přesto
CONTRAST on the other hand andererseits d’autre part na druhou stranu
EXPANSION
CONJUNCTION also darüberhinaus en plus také
DISJUNCTION or oder ou nebo
EQUIVALENCE in other words anders gesagt en d’autres termes jinými slovy
ARG1-AS-EXCPT other than that abgesehen von à part cela/ça kromě této výjimky

dieser Ausnahme
ARG2-AS-EXCPT an exception is that eine Ausnahme une exception est que výjimkou je to, že

ist, dass
ARG1-AS-INST this illustrates that das verdeutlicht, cela illustre que to je příkladem

dass toho, že
ARG2-AS-INST for example zum Beispiel par exemple například
ARG1-AS-DETAIL in short um es kurz bref zkrátka

zu machen
ARG2-AS-DETAIL in more detail genauer gesagt plus précisement konkrétně
ARG1-AS-MANNER thereby hiermit de cette manière tímto způsobem
ARG2-AS-MANNER as if mittels comme si následujícím

způsobem:
ARG1-AS-SUBST rather than anstatt, dass plutôt que místo, aby
ARG2-AS-SUBST instead stattdessen au lieu de místo toho
NO RELATION (no direct (keine direkte (pas de relation (bez přímého

relations) Beziehung) directe) vztahu)

Table 3: The choices of linking phrases provided to the crowd workers for all relation types in Disco-
GeM 2.0.
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original: EN translation: DE,FR,CS
Aninal Farm
Great Gatsby
Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone
The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy
The Hobbit
original: DE translation: EN
Perfume
The Clown
The Glass Beads
The Magic Mountain
The Tin Drum
original: FR translation: EN
Arsene Lupin
In Search of Lost Time
Phantom of the Opera
The Reunion
The Stranger
original: CS translation: EN
Good Soldier Svejik
Love and Garbage
The Power of the Powerless
The Unbearable Lightness of Being
War with the Newts

Table 4: List of books and the language versions
included in the literature genre

EXAMPLE 1:
Original German text: Du sollst aber nie vergessen,
was ich dir so oft gesagt habe: unsere Bestimmung
ist, die Gegensätze richtig zu erkennen, erstens
nämlich als Gegensätze, dann aber als die Pole einer
Einheit. // So ist es auch mit dem Glasperlenspiel.

Translation by Deep Translate: But you should
never forget what I have told you so often : our destiny
is to recognize the contrasts correctly, first of all as
contrasts, but then as the poles of a unity. // So it is
with the Glass Bead Game.

Translated English text: But never forget what I
have told you so often: our mission is to recognize
contraries for what they are: first of all as contraries,
but the opposite poles of a unity. // Such is the nature
of the Glass Bead Game.

• Annotated labels on German:
SIMILARITY (5), REASON (2), EQUIVALENCE
(2),CONTRAST (1)

• Annotated labels on English:
ARG1-AS-DETAIL (6), RESULT (3), CONJUNCTION (1)

EXAMPLE 2:
Original German text: Ich hatte sie noch nie mit
Hut gesehen, sie hatte sich immer geweigert, einen
aufzusetzen. Der Hut veränderte sie sehr. // Sie
sah wie eine junge Frau aus. Ich dachte, sie mache
einen Ausflug, obwohl es eine merkwürdige Zeit für
Ausflüge war.

Translation by Deep Translate: I had never seen
her in a hat before, she had always refused to wear
one. The hat changed her a lot. // She looked like a
young woman. I thought she was going on an outing,
although it was a strange time for outings.

English translated text: I had never seen her in a
hat before, she had always refused to wear one. The
hat altered her very much. // She looked like a young
woman. I thought she must be going on an outing,
though it was a strange time for outings. But in those
days the schools were capable of anything.

• Annotated labels on German:
REASON (5), EQUIVALENCE (2), ARG1-AS-DETAIL
(1), ARG2-AS-GOAL (1), NO RELATION (1)

• Annotated labels on English:
RESULT (7), CONTRAST (1), ARG2-AS-INSTANCE (1),
PRECEDENCE (1)

Figure 9: Examples of annotation difference be-
tween the original and translated text
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